Big Data has the potential to transform the government by substantially increasing efficiency, enabling smarter decisions, and according to Feds, saving nearly $500 billion – or 14 percent – of agency budgets across the Federal government. Federal executives say big data will also help improve processes, enhance security, and help predict trends. With the growth of the Internet of Things and associated influx of data from sensors and devices, agencies have taken steps to prepare – nearly one-fourth have launched at least one big data initiative. However, just 31 percent of Federal agencies believe they have a sufficient big data strategy. Government Acquisitions, Inc. (GAI) provides big data analytics solutions to help Federal agencies protect and analyze big data, ensuring efficient processes and effective results. Big Data Analytics support your mission by:

- Detecting fraud, waste, and abuse
- Identifying and mapping terrorist and criminal activities through large-scale data analysis
- Analyzing security incidents and geospatial scientific information
- Preventing cyberattacks
- Analyzing biometric data to collectively provide intelligence in the field
COST-EFFICIENCY, QUALITY, AND COMPLIANCE IN THE MOST COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTS

GAI brings over 25 years of dedication to Federal mission success, and a performance culture to power real innovation.

DETECT THE NEXT
GAI’s big data analytics solutions provide agencies with the analytics and detection software necessary to utilize big data to its fullest.

DEDICATED TO YOUR SUCCESS
FOCUSED ON SUPPORTING YOUR MISSION
GAI delivers the expertise to power Federal innovation. Changing course on a dime? No problem. As we help you collect, sort, and analyze data – we know it’s all about the mission. Protecting citizens. Supporting critical infrastructure. Delivering cutting-edge research and development. GAI is dedicated to empowering Federal missions with new efficiencies and agility. We deliver:

► Advanced capabilities with competitive pricing
► Mature, pragmatic, and collaborative team

DEDICATED TO RESULTS

Big data analytics help to provide valuable insight, whether it’s fraud detection or critical information analysis.

A mission mindset is in our DNA. We understand that success is driven by partnership, process, and technology. GAI’s experienced team members work side-by-side with Federal IT executives and industry-leading OEM partners to modernize, optimize, and deliver unparalleled mission support.

Learn More — contact Government Acquisitions at (513) 721-8700 or sales@gov-acq.com

Focused on your mission
GAI’s big data analytics solutions help agencies detect fraud, track threats, collect data, and analyze information in a cost-efficient and timely manner, so Feds can spend less time sorting information, and more time on the mission at hand.